Dwell Encore is a residential estate modelled to provide you
with holistic, serene, comfortable homes and
communityship, set to be achieved by assembling features
of nature and contemporary architecture, for a premium
yet simplistic experience of housing bewilderment.

Long ago, there lived a king who asked the artists in his kingdom to
paint the best picture of peace. The king announced a handsome
reward for the best painting. The royal court received many
paintings and the king selected two of them.
The ﬁrst painting was a picture of a calm lake. In its waters was the
reﬂection of serene mountains and clear blue skies. It was the
perfect picture of peace. The other painting too had mountains. But
they were rugged and the sky above them was dark with black
clouds. And on the side of the mountain was a roaring waterfall. The
picture portrayed anything but peace. But something in the picture
caught the king's attention–a bird's nest hung delicately on a bush
behind the waterfall. A bird and her little ones resided in the midst of
a raging waterfall! The king announced that this painting would be
the winner.
All the courtiers wondered how dark clouds and rugged mountains
could even remotely portray peace. “Because,” the king said,
“peace does not refer to a place where there is no noise, trouble or
hard work. Peace means being in the midst of all those things and
still being calm.”
As the inclusion of the stable nest on the painting in this story, Dwell
Encore is about being in a place separated from the unrest or
conﬂict that's on the outside. It is also a place that'll ease the
derivation of peace in the mind, hence in the home. The chaotic
world around us should not be an impediment to ﬁnding that
peace.

Peace is liberty in tranquility.”
~Marcus Tullius Cicero
***
“What you surround yourself with should bring you
peace of mind and peace of spirit.”
~Stacy London

Dwell Encore is a residential haven inspired by foresight, to meet the
demand for a premium housing experience, that will seal the promise
of comfort, convenience and tranquility in a bubble, and allow for its
inhabitants to appreciate the full extent of living well.
Dwell Encore comes fully serviced, with exciting features that'll correct
& make up for any past substandard experiences of what a home
should be like. It is made to be a warm and an awe-inspiring
environment that will be the perfect ideal of a home.
The topography of its choice location, Odo Irangushi, in Epe (the new
Lagos) is nature endowed and a fast developing region. Its nature
endowed features will be further complimented with architectural
choice products, to make Dwell Encore's experience a peculiar one for
residents and visitors alike.
For those interested in investing in a contemporary residential space,
or looking to live in a community that ﬁts the above description, this
visionary project that's selling at a pro-investment rate Dwell Encore is
for you.
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Community Amenities
Light (Electricity),
Greenery,
Security and Surveillance,
Drainage System,
Fire Hydrants,
Perimeter fencing,
Gatehouse
Recreational Court,
Lounge,
Play Areas,
Swimming Pool,
Gym House,
Road.

Experiential
Features »»»

Lights and Iridescence
The essence of light in a contemporary world cannot be
overemphasized, and housing with no provision of reliable
sources of electricity is far from complete. However, the
experience becomes breathtaking when color from
greenery and artiﬁcial sources blesses our sights
continually. Not to mention the purity of the oxygen level
that comes with a vegetated environment.

Optimum Safety and Protection
With crime and vice practitioners becoming more clever,
more needs to be invested into security intelligence and
surveillance. To ensure paramount safety and
preservation of moral standards within the residential
estate.

Water Drainage System
Designed to have a superb piping network, the objective is
to collect and remove waste matter systematically; to
maintain health conditions in the estate, and building
conditions from mildew, rots, etc.

Active Fire Protection
Installation of functional ﬁre hydrants at strategic ends
within the estate will give residents the assurance of safety
in case of emergencies.

Recreation court / Play area / Swimming Pool / Gym

Relaxation and Refreshment.
An estate lounge with great ambiance and where a
refreshing experience can be sought.

Driveways
Whether for a walk, a drive, to cycle, to skate, to jog and other road activities,
Dwell Encore's driveway is designed to be efﬁciently user-friendly.

Location

Epe

(Lagos, Nigeria)

About Epe
Epe is a local government area in Lagos State located in the North Side of Lekki Lagoon.
It is Seventy kilometers from Lekki Phase One. A mostly quiet suburbia, Epe currently has a sparse population of under 200 000 people.The geographical
space is comprised of Indigenes with ancestry traced to Ijebu, Awori Origins.
PREDOMINANT LANGUAGES: Yoruba, Ijebu and English
PREDOMINANT OCCUPATION : Fishing and Fish Training.
Epe is known for its ﬁsh market which sources ﬁsh straight from the lagoon and the ﬁsh inside.
The notable festivals include:
Ÿ Ojude Oba: Held on the third day after Eid Al Kabir. It involves regberegbe parades in front of the King’s palace by varying age groups. This festival
is shared by indigenes of Ijebu Ode.
Ÿ

Kayo Kayo Festival: A religious and cultural carnival observed by the descendants of Oba Kosoko in Epe. It is celebrated during the ﬁrst month of
the Islamic Calendar in commemoration of “Yaomal Ashura”, which falls on the tenth of Muharram of the Islamic calendar.
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Ÿ

Epe day
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o live safe, happy and fulﬁlled in the comfort of your home, a welcoming environment and a relaxed
mood (a place you always want to be after each day’s activities) is deﬁnitely a dream you want to
see come true. Guess what... That is not just a dream but our reality for you and it takes just one

investment. Totally safe and secure.
Dreaming big is one thing, dreaming and achieving big things is another. At Stonetrust Realty Limited , we are
certain that your aspirations of owning the “perfect home” and living the “perfect life” is realistically
achievable. We don’t only know where the future of Real Estate is going, we are the future. That is why we
exist to lead you all the way.
- The Stonetrust Project

Why Stonetrust ?
Because our purpose is found in your fulﬁlment, at Stonetrust, we've made it a tradition to be fully
equipped with the required human and infrastructural resources needed to carry out our
responsibilities as a unique and promising real estate company.
We are relentless towards excellence which is why our culture prioritizes your satisfaction
through our professional proﬁciency for a symbiotic client-company relationship.
As an organization, we have imbibed this notion because we believe that to be successful in our
industry, we must be able to align our habits with our goals.
This approach enables us to provide a safe, secure and conducive environment for your real
estate investments to thrive.
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